HUMAN SERVICES CURRENT STUDENT SURVEY
Your complete responses to this survey will help us to identify the strengths and
opportunities for improvement of our Human Services program. Our prime mission
is to prepare quality graduates to meet the needs of a competitive job market.
56 responses
1. Number of credits accumulated __9%___0-30
2. I attend mostly: _38%____day

_46%____31-60

__32%___night

__45%___61-90

_30%____combination

3. How satisfied are you with the quality of education obtained from the Human Services
program that you are attending at Delaware Tech?
1. General Education Courses
Quality of instruction
2. Human Services Course
Quality of instruction
3. Provision of academic advising
4. Receptivity of human services
faculty to your needs and concerns
5. Provision of knowledge about
transfer options
6. Overall quality of knowledge you
gained in the human services area
7. Overall quality of your field
placement activity

Satisfied
98%

Not Satisfied
2%

No Opinion

96%

4%

96%
96%

4%
4%

89%

4%

7%

95%

2%

3%

95%

5%

4. Would you recommend the Human Services program at Delaware Tech to others?
a. _96%____Yes
b. _2%____No
c. _2%____No opinion

5. Other comments:
-The classes I have taken at DTCC have been very educational and rewarding. I have
been able to practice the theories and concepts in my field.

-I have enjoyed the guest speakers college reps and the knowledge they have provided
about their programs. The Human Services programs have been very rewarding.
-I have enjoyed the instructors and the curriculum. Abnormal Psych is too hard.
-I’ve attended 3 colleges and I’ve had the most attention from the Del Tech staff than at
any other college. I love how personable this program is.
-The Human Services program has opened up new opportunities for me in the job field.
-I don’t like hybrid classes.
-Great advisors and class instructors.
-Program is great.
-Less writing assignments.
-Enjoy Del Tech
-This program is very informative and it is a joy to learn here.
-I loved how I was able to meet with my advisor each semester to schedule my classes
and everyone has noticed my maturity as I have worked through this program.
-Very good program, teachers genuinely interested in you and enhance your learning
experience.
-I’ve had an awesome experience here at Del Tech in the HS program. It has been a
smooth, fun journey thanks to the staff.
-DP hours are too much for working students.
-Instructors are very knowledgeable in content area and seem to have quite a bit of field
experience.

